Abstract-The insider threat is one of the most pernicious in computer security. Traditional approaches typically instrument systems with decoys or intrusion detection mechanisms to detect individuals who abuse their privileges (the quintessential "insider"). Such an attack requires that these agents have access to resources or data in order to corrupt or disclose them. In this work, we examine the application of process modeling and subsequent analyses to the insider problem. With process modeling, we first describe how a process works in formal terms. We then look at the agents who are carrying out particular tasks, perform different analyses to determine how the process can be compromised, and suggest countermeasures that can be incorporated into the process model to improve its resistance to insider attack.
I. INTRODUCTION
The insider problem is one of the most difficult problems in computer security, and indeed in all aspects of real-world security. The ancient Romans even had an aphorism about it: "Who will guard the guards themselves?" Recent events have focused attention on the threats that insiders can pose to the satisfactory performance of key societal systems and processes in domains such as finance, government, and even science. Many reports of insider attacks describe people trusted with access to sensitive information abusing that access to damage that information, compromise the privacy of that information, and collaborate with others (sometimes other insiders) to cause various kinds of failures, losses and serious harm.
Traditional approaches have focused on examining the actions of agents (people with access to the data or resources under consideration). In these approaches the actions themselves are analyzed to find suspicious or unexpected patterns, where agent behavior may be derived from technical logs or external indicators. This paper outlines an alternate approach. Rather than focusing on identifying insider attacks as they occur by monitoring event logs, we use a rigorous, process-based approach to identify places in organizational processes where insider attacks can be successfully launched. In knowing how such attacks might be launched, organizations will often be able to restructure their processes to reduce their exposure to such insider attacks. This knowledge should give organizations insights that will help them to know where to look first if an attack is suspected, and what steps in the process should be considered for more careful activity monitoring (e.g., using audit logging or video surveillance) or restructuring, e.g., to avoid single points of failure or add redundancy.
Thus, we advocate a systematic, well reasoned, and iterative approach to security analysis. We believe that this approach is very general and can be applied in a wide variety of environments and circumstances. It is most appropriate for important, long-lived processes. For such processes, an organization would need to be willing to invest in developing an accurate process model and then continue to update, and hopefully improve that model, as credible vulnerabilities are found, either through experience or process analysis, or a combination of both. Thus, for an initial validation, in this paper we apply our approach to a case study drawn from a critical process domain, namely elections.
For the purposes of this paper we consider a "process" to be the coordination of activities, often involving human agents, software applications, and hardware devices, needed to complete a task or reach a goal. For example, all the activities involved in conducting an election can be defined as a process involving precinct workers, election officials, voters, and voting equipment (computerized or otherwise). Building upon these notions, we informally define an "insider" to be "any agent whose participation in the performance of a process entails having access to data whose abuse or misuse constitutes an attack." A more rigorous definition will be presented later, but note that two key features of this informal definition are that it emphasizes that the notion of "insider" is relative to the process, the environment in which that process takes place, and the way in which the process can fail or be attacked, and the definition removes any notion of intent from the definition of insider. This is consonant with the definition of "threat," as "a potential violation of security" [1, p. 6 ] rather than an actual or attempted violation.
This paper discusses work that focuses on a range of insider attacks and develops a corresponding range of analyses that can help detect vulnerabilities to such attacks, and often even suggests process improvements to help thwart such attacks. More specifically, this work deals with two (not exclusive) categories of insider attacks: 1) Sabotage attacks, which we characterize informally as actions by insiders that cause the final results of a process to be incorrect. For these kinds of attacks we consider an insider to be any agent that has write permission for artifacts that are outputs from the process, or are used directly or indirectly in the computation of any of these outputs. In this paper, we discuss how analysis approaches such as Fault Tree Analysis can be used to identify possible sabotage attacks and defend against them. 2) Data exfiltration attacks, which we characterize informally as actions by insiders that cause sensitive data to be made accessible to entities that are not entitled to such access. For these kinds of attacks we consider an insider to be any agent that has read permission for any data items that could be used, possibly in combination with other information, to obtain other data items that could then be made available to agents that are not authorized to have access to those data items. We explore how certain analysis approaches, such as FiniteState Verification, can be used to identify possible data exfiltration attacks and to suggest process improvements to defend against them. Many current efforts to deal with insider attacks have been dynamic and reactive, and indeed often somewhat ad hoc. Some focus on detecting when an insider attack has taken place, or that an attack is currently taking place. Although detection may suggest how to attempt to compensate for the negative effects of an insider attack, this seems less desirable than preventing the attack in the first place. So other approaches try to predict who might launch an attack, based upon extensive psychological and sociological analysis (often embodied in background checks of employees or contractors). Such predictive approaches tend to focus rather narrowly on specific threat environments and seem to be difficult to generalize to alternate environments.
Access control is a common approach to inhibiting insider attacks. But some of the most common access control mechanisms, based upon the identity or the role of an agent, offer only weak protection from insider attacks. Such access control may allow insider agents to have access to critical data in order to perform tasks for which they are specifically authorized, but may not prevent these agents from abusing that authorization to damage or compromise that data. For example, biostatisticians have to be authorized to access the raw data from a drug trial as a necessary, integral part of the process for carrying out a drug company's trial of a new drug. But the biostatisticians are presumably not authorized to modify the data in order to make the drug appear to be more (or less) effective than it actually is (a sabotage attack), or to email the data to the drug company's competitor (a data exfiltration attack). Identity-based and role-based access controls are typically incapable of preventing such abuses. Accordingly more complex and powerful forms of access control are being explored. Our work is aimed at complementing that work by recognizing highly vulnerable situations and then considering process improvements that thwart such attacks, or at least make such attacks more difficult.
The work discussed in this paper is based upon rigorous analysis of precise models of the processes that create and manage critical data. Creating those process models is usually a joint effort involving computer scientists and domain experts. In the case study reported here, the domain experts were election officials. To create the process model, we interviewed those experts in considerable depth, extensively observed the elections ourselves, and read a considerable amount of written documentation (such as poll worker training materials) provided by the election officials. From this, we created a first cut at the process model. We then reviewed the model with the domain experts. The reviews often identified areas for expansion or led to other changes, and changing the model sometimes raised questions about the process, or our understanding of the process. We continued to iterate with the domain experts until we obtained the desired level of detail in the model. In this way, the model captures the relevant details about the real, existing process, and the results will be useful to the domain experts who have defined, and often carry out, the process. We are most interested in processes that are collaborations between humans, who perform those parts of the process that require creativity, initiative, and insight, and automated (hardware and software) devices that can perform large and complex data processing tasks rapidly. Of course, both humans and automated devices are capable of attacking the processes in which they participate. But, the effects of such attacks can be mitigated by processes that have been designed to incorporate checking and perhaps double-checking steps at appropriate critical points. The placement of such redundant checking steps is important, but no less important is the assurance that these steps are carried out only by the appropriate agents. Our work builds on existing software and safety engineering analysis techniques to determine whether or not a process adequately defends against these kinds of sabotage and data exfiltration attacks. Thus, for example, static analysis of a process model might determine that a single insider is capable of damaging critical data, thereby corrupting the final output of the process. This is an example of a single-insider, single-artifact sabotage (SISAS) attack. The risk of this kind of attack can be mitigated by modifying the process to ensure that a different agent (human or automated) will, for all possible performances of the process, always review and verify every data item whose damage could corrupt the final output. Static analysis can also be used to ensure that all such artifacts must indeed always be reviewed in this way. This does not, however, rule out the possibility that the the verifying agent is not also a colluding participant in a multiple-insider, single-artifact sabotage (MISAS) attack. Analytic approaches for detecting and preventing a SISAS attack may be ineffective in dealing with a MISAS attack, and other analytic approaches and process improvements may be needed to detect and prevent such attacks. (For data exfiltration attacks, we similarly define SISADE, SIMADE, MISADE and MIMADE attacks.)
The goal of this work is to demonstrate that appropriate analyses can be used to identify vulnerabilities to relatively straightforward attacks, presumably causing attackers to have to devise more extensive (and presumably more expensive) collusive attacks. This approach will help provide those entrusted with protecting critical processes from attack with tools that are useful in trying to ensure that any successful attack will cost attackers more than the attack gains them. Of course, this approach does not render a process completely invulnerable to an insider attack. Any process can be successfully attacked by a sufficiently large and comprehensive collusion among insider (and possibly also outsider) agents. But applying this approach can force an increase in the number of agents that must collude to launch a successful attack.
II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND
The essence of our approach is to use static analysis techniques, such as Fault Tree Analysis and Finite-State Verification to determine the possibility of successful insider attacks on a process. To help the reader understand our proposed approach, we first discuss the characteristics that a process model must have to represent complex processes and to support the analyses that we propose. We then define what we mean by an insider and the two types of insider attacks that we are focusing on, insider sabotage attacks and insider data exfiltration attacks.
After introducing key concepts related to Fault Tree Analysis and Finite-State Verification, we discuss how these analysis techniques can support identifying the possibility of insider sabotage and data exfiltration attacks and can be used to suggest defenses against these attacks.
A. Process Models
Our approach assumes the existence of a precise and detailed model of a process that needs to be protected from insider attacks. The approach rests upon analyzing the process model to identify vulnerabilities, thus, the model must be expressed in a process modeling language suitable for such analysis. Such a language must have several characteristics: 1) Activity Specification: Specification of the activities that comprise the process as well as control flow semantics that can be used to specify the order of execution of these activities. Our experience suggests that support for specifying iteration, choice, and concurrency is essential, as is support for specifying hierarchical decomposition. Finally, most complex real-world processes have exceptional situations that must be precisely specified and carefully managed. 2) Artifact Specification: Specification of the flow of artifacts through the activities. At the minimum the language must be able to specify which artifacts are used as inputs to, and outputs from, each activity. 3) Agent Specification: Specification of the types and characteristics of the entities required as the performers of each activity (e.g., the characteristics or qualifications that a human performer, such as an election official, must have, or the type or capabilities that a device, such as a voting machine, must have) and how these entities are assigned to activities. This implicitly assumes the existence at process execution of a repository enumerating the types, characteristics, and qualifications of all agents (human and non-human) that are available for assignment to perform process activities. It is critical to ensure that inappropriate agents cannot be assigned at runtime to the execution of critical process activities. 4) Precision in Specification: Specifications of the desired functionality of the process being modeled, at the desired level of detail, in a notation with precise semantics. The analytic results produced by this approach depend directly upon the precision of the process model upon which the analyses are based. Informal or intuitive results are the best that can be expected if the process model is itself imprecise. We advocate using a process specification notation having rigorously defined semantics. In a later section, we show how this enables rigorous and precise analytic results.
B. Insiders and Insider Attacks
The term insider has been defined in many different and sometimes inconsistent ways [2] - [11] . Recently, a basic consensus has emerged in which insider threats are defined in terms of someone who has some combination of increased access to and/or knowledge of an organization. We focus our process modeling on the access aspect of the insider problem because access is a particularly critical capability for the insider. The access can be direct, where the attacker reads or modifies the information directly, or indirect, where the attacker obtains information from an intermediary or has someone else modify the artifact as desired. In some cases, someone with access may be the kind of person classically defined as an insider, being actually inside of some kind of physical perimeter. An insider, however, can also be someone outside such a perimeter, accessing a system remotely (for example, through a virtual private network). Moreover, an insider may pose a threat to a process by accidentally causing harm to the system ("I wonder what this button does?") or being "socially engineered" into unwittingly doing harm to a system ("Hi! I'm from the help desk. I need you to send me your password to fix a system malfunction involving your account").
A process model that precisely specifies the coordination of activities in the process, the artifacts involved in each activity and how they flow through the process, and the agents assigned to perform the activities is well-suited for analysis of access. Assuming the existence of a process model that has the characteristics just enumerated, we can now define "insider" more precisely.
Definition. An insider is an activity execution agent who has access to any process artifact that can affect the outcome of the process and for which general access is restricted.
In a sabotage attack, an insider is an activity agent that can modify any artifact that can affect a final process output either directly or indirectly. Thus, a voter in an election is not an insider, because the voter only makes a request for another agent to record the voter's vote. If the request is addressed to an electronic voting system, which then actually records the vote and adds it to a running tally, then the voting system is an insider. Similarly if the voter asks that a human election official properly handle the paper ballot on which the vote is recorded, then the election official is an insider. In both cases the voter is not an insider; but the electronic voting system and election officials involved in running the election and calculating and reporting the final tallies and results are all insiders. Similarly, suppose a biostatistician has emailed the data obtained from a drug trial to the drug company's competitor. The biostatistician was presumably not authorized to do this. Thus, by the definition of "insider" above, the biostatistician is an insider. Emailing the results comprises a data exfiltration attack, as it provides access to one of the outcomes of the process, namely the drug trial data, to entities not authorized to have that access.
We now define the types of insider attacks more precisely. Definition. A sabotage attack is a sequence of agent actions that cause a value of a final artifact to be incorrect. A sabotage attack insider is an agent that is able to write (change the value of) an artifact used in the computation of any of the final outputs of the process. Definition. A data exfiltration attack is a sequence of agent actions that provide access to process artifacts to entities not entitled to that access. Thus the specification of a data exfiltration attack relies upon a specification of which data entities must be guaranteed to be inaccessible to which entities. A data exfiltration attack insider is an agent that has access to any of the artifacts whose access should be restricted.
C. Analysis Technologies
Given the ways in which we have defined insider attacks, we can now describe ways in which two key static analysis technologies, Fault Tree Analysis and Finite-State Verification, can be used to identify vulnerabilities to insider attacks upon processes whose models are specified using a process language having the characteristics described above.
1) Fault Tree Analysis: Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) was first introduced in the 1960s and was used by NASA in evaluating the vulnerability to failure of space shots. Since that time the use of FTA has been adopted by various other industries, such as nuclear power, chemical processing, automotive [12] , and health care [13] - [15] . Recently it has also been used experimentally in reasoning about the possibility of failures in election processes [16] , [17] .
FTA is a deductive, top-down analytical technique that begins with a specification of a hazard, namely some state in which a serious accident or undesired outcome is imminent, possibly dependent upon external conditions. Many hazards can be characterized as the arrival of one or more incorrect, unsuitable artifacts as inputs to a particularly critical step. An example of such a hazard is "the wrong type of blood is delivered to the bedside of a transfusion patient." (Note that the definition of a sabotage attack is precisely of this form, namely the arrival of incorrect artifacts at a step that produces as output a final result of the execution of a process.) Given the specification of such a hazard, FTA produces a fault tree, that is a graphical model of the various combinations of events that could possibly lead to the hazard. Figure 2 in Section III is a depiction of an example fault tree. Note that the depiction is structured as a directed acyclic graph, rather than as a tree, in an attempt to reduce the size, and increase the comprehensibility, of the fault tree. The automated tool that we have used to create fault trees performs optimizations to address these improvements by combining identical subtrees.
A fault tree consists of 2 basic elements: events and gates. In this figure, events are represented by rounded rectangles. The event at the root (top) of the tree is the hazard. In the example, it is Artifact ''finalTallies'' to step ''report final vote totals to Secretary of State'' is wrong. In a fault tree, intermediate events are elaborated, while primary events are not further elaborated.
Events are connected by gates that permit or inhibit the passage of fault logic up the tree. A gate connects one or more input events (below) to a single output event (above). There are three types of gates:
• AND gate: the output event occurs only if all input events occur (inputs are assumed to be independent) • OR gate: the output event occurs if any input event occurs • NOT gate: the output event occurs only if the one single input event does not occur Given the existence of a fault tree, simple Boolean algebra can be used to compute cut sets, which are sets of event literals (primary events or negations of primary events) that could cause the hazard, and minimal cut sets (MCSs), which are cut sets that cannot be further reduced. Thus, the occurrence of all the events contained within an MCS in an execution of the process could cause the hazard at the root of the fault tree to arise. An MCS specifies one or more potential system vulnerabilities, which are flaws or weaknesses in a system's design, implementation, operation, or management that could be exploited to allow the hazard to occur.
An MCS of size 1 indicates a single point of failure, namely a single event whose occurrence might cause a hazard to occur. The performer of the activity causing this single event is, by our definition, an insider, and this insider can thus carry out a sabotage attack. Larger MCSs require the occurrence of multiple events and thus require either that the same attacking insider perform all such events or that there is some collusion among the set of all insiders performing the events in the MCS. Thus FTA can be used to suggest changes to a process aimed at ensuring that no single agent can be allowed to perform all the events of an MCS thereby forcing the need for collusion. This presumably makes the attack more difficult and more expensive, thus serving as an example of how our analysis can suggest possible defenses against the attack.
Many software tools, commercial as well as open-source, help in building fault trees manually and calculating MCSs. Most existing tools, however, do not go as far as building the fault trees automatically from rigorously-defined specifications of systems. Yet, when fault trees become large, as they typically do when systems are large and complex, manual construction of fault trees becomes increasingly error-prone and time-consuming. In previous work we have developed a tool that builds fault trees and calculates their MCSs automatically from a carefully specified process model [15] .
The approach just described has been shown to be effective in other work. But, Section VI discusses research challenges that must be met to apply the approach more effectively to wider classes of insider sabotage attacks.
2) Finite-State Verification: Finite-State Verification (FSV) is a technology used to infer characteristics about the executions of some or all paths through a specified system. Simple inspection of a process model may detect the possibility that an agent might be assigned the execution of an activity that provides access to one or more artifacts used to compute a final output of the process. This information could then be used to determine if a single agent has the ability to corrupt a final output of the process, thereby carrying out a SISAS attack. Simple inspection is usually insufficient to identify when and how MISAS or MIMAS attacks might occur, but FSV analysis can be effective in identifying the possibility of such attacks. For example, FSV can identify if certain suspect sequences of events, such as write accesses to particular artifacts by specific kinds of performers, can occur in any execution through the process. More sophisticated FSV could track data dependencies as well as agent relationships.
For data exfiltration attacks, May Happen in Parallel analysis [18] can be used to document all of the activities in a process that might possibly be executed concurrently. These combinations could then be examined to determine the agents that could have simultaneous access to the artifacts involved. If there is only one such agent, than that agent could then potentially reveal inappropriate information causing a SISADE or SIMADE attack. If there is a collection of agents, then that collection could cause a MISADE or MIMADE attack if the agents in that collection are in collusion with each other. If the data does not have to be accessed simultaneously, then FSV can be used to find sequences of access events that look troubling.
III. EXAMPLES
This section illustrates some of the details of our approach by presenting an example process and showing how some vulnerabilities might be identified. Our example is based upon the election process used in Yolo County, California [19] . The model has been extensively validated through numerous previous discussions with Yolo County election officials. However, the approach is not specific to this process, and could be applied equally well to other election processes, and indeed to other types of processes in general.
A. Modeling an Election Process
We used the Little-JIL [20] visual process definition language to model the election process used in Yolo County. Little-JIL is a process definition language that incorporates all of the characteristics enumerated in Section II-A. In particular, Little-JIL's semantics support precise definition of process activity coordination among multiple human agents and software and hardware components; the creation, use, and modification of artifacts; the specification of complex exceptional situations and their mitigation; and the types of agents to be assigned to execute process activities, referred to as steps in Little-JIL. The diagrams presented here elide many of these details to avoid visual clutter.
We begin with an informal description of a part of the election process. After the polls close in Yolo County, every precinct brings its ballots along with a summary cover sheet (indicating how many ballots were issued to the precinct, and how many were used, spoiled or blank after the polls closed) to Election Central for tabulation. Election officials first count the votes from each of the precincts, then perform a random audit, and then, finally, if no discrepancies are noted, report final vote totals to the California Secretary of State. The votes from each precinct are tallied separately before being added to a total tally. Before a precinct's ballots are actually scanned, they are counted, and these counts are compared to the ballot counts on the precinct's summary sheet. After reconciling the actual and reported numbers the ballots are scanned to obtain the actual vote counts. Random auditing (or a mandatory manual recount of 1% of ballots to ensure consistency) is a state requirement in California as well as in many other states [21] , [22] . Yolo County primarily uses paper ballots, which are scanned and counted by automated optical scanners. To comply with the Help America Vote Act (HAVA), each precinct also provides a direct-recording electronic (DRE) voting machine that voters can ask to use. All DRE machines have an attached printer to generate a voter-verified paper audit trail (VVPAT). This paper trail is dispositive, and in California, the electronic record cannot be used in the mandatory 1% audit. Indeed, Yolo County election officials use the VVPAT to count the votes cast on DREs because so few people use the DREs.
The Little-JIL process coordination model shown in Figure 1 is a model of the process that we have just described, simplified for space considerations. The model is a hierarchical structure of steps, where a step is shown as a black rounded rectangle with the step name above it. Each step specifies the characteristics that must be satisfied by the agent that will be assigned to be responsible for the step's execution. The agent may be a human, such as an election official or a voter, or a hardware or software component such as a ballot-scanning device. A Little-JIL step is akin to a procedure or method definition that, once specified, can be invoked by reference from anywhere in the process model. The way in which a leaf step (a step without substeps) is executed is left entirely to the step's agent. The behavior of a non-leaf step is defined by its substeps, connected by edges emanating from the left side of the parent step bar. The step bar has a sequence badge at the left that specifies the order in which the substeps are to be executed, as described below.
Thus, the root step count votes in Figure 1 is a sequential step (indicated by a right arrow), which means its substeps will be executed in order from left to right, so after initialize counts (step #2) is completed, count votes from all precincts (step #3) will be followed by perform random audit (step #4), followed by report final vote totals to Secretary of State (step #5), and, finally, securely store election artifacts (step #6).
Step count votes from all precincts is itself decomposed into the step perform ballot and vote count (step #8), executed one or more times (denoted by the Kleene "+" on the edge connecting it to its parent), once for each precinct and the vote counting for the different precincts with report intermediate vote totals to Secretary of State (step #9), a step that is executed zero or more times (note the Kleene star on the edge). These steps can be done in parallel (denoted by the equal sign in the step bar of their parent step). This indicates that, although optional, the intermediate vote totals could be provided to the Secretary of State at any time during the counting upon request. Continuing the hierarchical decomposition further, perform ballot and vote count (is the sequential execution of perform reconciliations (step #13), scan votes (step #14), confirm tallies match (step #15), and add vote count to vote total (step #16). As the essence of these steps is checking for errors and discrepancies, we now explain Little-JIL exception handling semantics.
Any Little-JIL step may throw one or more exceptions, and may define one or more exception handlers. As in a programming language, exceptions are typed objects, and exception handling is scoped. Thus an exception is handled by the appropriately typed handler located at the nearest ancestor step. Exception handlers are (potentially hierarchically decomposed) steps themselves, and are attached by a dotted edge to the right side of a step bar, below a red capital "X". Although the details are not shown, in this example, perform ballot and vote count has a handler named handle discrepancy. This handler is specified to catch an exception of the type VoteCountInconsistentException, which can be thrown by the confirm tallies match step (step #15). The handler, handle discrepancy (step #17), is specified using the choice step kind, denoted by a slashed circle, which means the step can be carried out by performing either the rescan step (#20) or the manually count votes step (#21). After the handle discrepancy step has completed, execution continues after the step that threw the exception, in this case with add vote count to vote total (step #16). Other continuation semantics (not used in this example) may specify, for example, that the step throwing the exception is to be repeated after the exception has been handled. The explanation of the rest of this process model is similar and is omitted here.
Analysis of the possibility of insider attacks on a process requires specification of the artifact flow and agent assignments to steps as well as specification of the structure of process activities. In Little-JIL a step specification includes an enumeration of the artifacts used as step inputs and outputs, and (as noted above) of the characteristics of the agent required to perform the step. Table I provides some examples of these specifications.
The row numbers in the table correspond to the numbers on the steps in Figure 1 (the step numbers are included here for convenience but are not part of the actual Little-JIL activity diagram). Thus, for example, line 3 of Table I specifies that coverSheet, paperTrail, repository, votingRoll, tallies, and totalTallies are all inputs to the count votes from all precincts step, and tallies and totalTallies are both outputs from that step. Little-JIL artifact passing is usually best thought of as procedure parameter passing. Artifacts are typically passed between parent steps and their substeps, but Little-JIL also supports message passing to any step in the process, and passing arguments to exception handlers.
In Little-JIL, a specific agent, who is the performer of the step, is bound dynamically at the time of the step's execution. When this binding is done, an available agent having the specified characteristics and capabilities is selected and assigned by a resource manager, which is a separate component of the Little-JIL run time system. An agent may be either human or automated. Thus, both Election Official (a human), and Scanner (an optical scanning machine) are examples of types of agents for this process.
B. Identifying an Insider Sabotage Attack
We now consider possible insider sabotage attacks on the process just described. Our approach, as suggested previously, consists of:
• identifying a hazard (namely a successful insider attack) as the delivery of an incorrect artifact to a step in the process that delivers the artifact as a final process output; • using that hazard definition and a sufficiently preciselydefined model (e.g. a model defined using Little-JIL) of a process to generate a fault tree that shows how the hazard can occur; • calculating the fault tree's MCSs and identifying the steps corresponding to the events in those MCSs; and finally • identifying the combinations of insider agents who can execute all of the steps associated with each of the MCSs. If a single agent can execute all the steps associated with an MCS, the process is shown to be vulnerable to a single insider attack. When multiple agents are needed to execute all the steps in an MCS, a multiple insider attack is possible, assuming that all of these agents are colluding. The larger the number of agents that must collude, the greater the difficulty (and presumably the cost) of the insider attack, hopefully making the attack impractical. Similarly, the kinds and number of artifacts involved would impact the cost of an attack.
We now consider the hazard that the wrong finalTallies artifact is delivered to the report final vote totals to Secretary of State step (i.e. the reported election results are incorrect). We use a tool we developed to generate the fault tree shown in Figure 2. (Note, again, that the graph in Figure 2 reflects some optimizations that combine different instances of the same event, and thus is not actually a tree but an equivalent directed acyclic graph). Generating this fault tree requires both the activity structure in Figure 1 , and the artifact flow specifications shown in Table I , both of which are part of a complete Little-JIL process definition. We then use a fault tree analysis tool to calculate the MCSs. We are particularly interested in sets of activities where all the agents are insiders and are able to modify either the final process output or any artifact used to create the final output. For this example finalTallies is the final process output, and the fault tree identifies steps involved in the artifact's creation. Thus our analysis concludes by identifying the agents that perform these steps. Our tool finds a total of 12 MCSs for this hazard and the process model shown in Figure 1 . Three of these MCSs are shown in Figure 3 , one (MCS 1) having two events, one (MCS 2) having three events, and one (MCS 3) consisting of only one event, a single point of failure.
MCS 3 indicates that the hazard occurs if the recount votes step produces an incorrect result. Elaboration of this step, not done here to save space, reinforces the point that more process detail is sometimes needed to shed light on indicated vulnerabilities. Further elaboration of recount votes is needed to provide details of how the recount process can be attacked. In Section VI we suggest an incremental analysis approach that could be useful in helping to guide the acquisition and analysis of such needed details, thereby providing better understandings of such indicated vulnerabilities.
MCS 2 requires the step rescan to produce an incorrect tallies artifact and the step perform random audit, which is intended to detect the discrepancy in tallies, to fail to throw the VoteCountInconsistentException, which in fact is propagated from the substep confirm audit tallies are consistent 1 . It is important to note that there are a number of possible explanations of how these two 1 The fact that the MCS event indicates the step perform random audit instead of confirm audit tallies are consistent is the result of an optimization for scalability of our FTA tool [15] . We might reconsider this optimization since it seems to decrease the understandability of the resulting fault trees and therefore MCSs. events could occur. One explanation is that the incorrect results produced by the rescan are never presented as part of the random audit and that the audit is done correctly. But it is also possible that the incorrect results of the rescan are indeed presented to the audit but the inconsistency is not reported when the tallies are found to be inconsistent. In the first case, the agent for the rescanning step can carry out a SISAS attack, but risks detection by the random audit. To be sure of avoiding detection, the agent who performs confirm audit tallies
Step rescan produces wrong artifact tallies 2)
Step perform random audit does not throw exception VoteCountInconsistentException
Step scan votes produces wrong artifact tallies 2)
Step confirm tallies match does not throw exception VoteCountInconsistentException 3)
Step recount votes produces wrong artifact recountedVoteTotals are consistent would have to either be the same as the agent who performed the rescanning step (a successful SISAS attack), or in collusion with the agent who performed the rescanning step (a successful MISAS attack). Table I specifies that the agents for both perform random audit and rescan may be of type ElectionOfficial, and so the process specification does not explicitly prevent the same agent from performing both steps, thus revealing a possible SISAS attack. If the process incorporated a check to ensure that the same agent could not perform both steps the SISAS attack is thwarted, but it could still succeed as a MISAS attack if the two performers are in collusion.
We observed that the MCS does not distinguish between the case where the random audit detects the problem and where it does not. The scenario and analysis leave some other questions unanswered as well. Note that the rescan step is only executed as part of handling an exception thrown by the confirm tallies match substep of perform ballot and vote count, and the MCS sheds no light on why the confirm tallies match step threw the exception in the first place. This suggests the need for sharpened analysis that might present more detailed scenarios, such as where the scanning device has a defect, where the human operating the scanner used it incorrectly, or where scanner output was recorded incorrectly. Approaches to addressing these problems are discussed in Section VI.
C. Identifying Insider Data Exfiltration Attacks
One of the requirements for voting is the secret ballot; no one should be able to associate a specific voter with a specific ballot. One danger is that, during the election process, some information might enable an observer to match a voter's name to a specific ballot. Indeed, in Ohio, researchers were able to do exactly that [23] by obtaining and correlating two artifacts, a list of voters and a paper trail of the actual votes. The time-stamped paper trail was the standard output of the DRE voting machines being used, and, according to state law, anyone could request a copy of it, as well as a copy of the list of voters (which included the order in which they voted). Given that both lists were chronologically ordered, it was easy to match the voter names to the voter preferences, which clearly violated voter confidentiality, and is a good example of a data exfiltration attack. This attack was actually carried out by voters requesting these two publicly available lists and has since been thwarted by making one of the lists confidential. We now consider this attack within the context of insiders, considering the possibility that election officials who have access to this information could carry out this attack.
We consider a slight variant of the election process, where when a voter enters the polling station, he or she is authenticated in some fashion, and a notation is made in the voting roll (sometimes called a "poll book") of the time the voter arrived. The voter then goes to a DRE, and casts his or her vote. As part of the process, the DRE time-stamps the paper record of the ballot. At the end of the day, the voting rolls and paper trails (and other ballots) are taken to Election Central to be counted. 2 Consider the process modeled in Figure 4 .
Step #33 in this diagram, count votes, is the root of the process for counting votes shown in Figure 1 that we have been discussing thus far. As previously explained, Little-JIL steps can be thought of as being much like procedures, so consider Figure 4 to be the context within which count votes takes place. Intuitively, this process indeed describes the high-level process for carrying out elections, thus conduct election consists of sequentially performing pre-polling activities, prepare for and conduct election at precinct (done once for each precinct as indicated by the Kleene "+"), and, finally, count votes. Focus now on the activities that happen on Election Day, namely the elaboration of prepare for and conduct election at precinct, which includes as one of its sub steps authenticate and vote, a sequential subprocess that is performed once for each voter (again indicated by the Kleene "+" on the edge leading to the step from its parent). This subprocess dictates that election officials first perform pre-vote authentication, Now focus on the fact that a voter's vote should be confidential. If this process is executed as specified, the voter should be the only person that knows how she or he voted (clearly, the DRE voting machine that executes the step put ballot in repository knows the voter preference, but does not know the voter's identity, and therefore cannot perform the data exfiltration attack). However, when an election official checks off the voter as having voted (in step #39), a timestamp is added next to the voter's name in the voting roll to indicate when the ballot was issued. Also note that when a voter casts a ballot on a DRE machine (step #44), the ballot is automatically timestamped.
Therefore, one artifact in the process contains a list of voters' names and timestamps indicating when they voted (the voting roll in which the election officials check off voter as voted, step #39), and another artifact in the process contains a list of timestamped votes (the ballot that the DRE has put ballot in repository, step #44). Clearly, if these two artifacts are combined, then voter confidentiality can be compromised, comprising a data exfiltration attack. A careful consideration of Figure 1 where the vote counting occurs, and Table I which describes what artifacts are accessible at what steps, reveals how this combination may happen. In Figure 1 , step #18, reconcile voting roll and cover sheet requires the voting roll as input, and step #19, reconcile total ballots and counted ballots, requires the repository (the collection of all timestamped votes in this case) as input. Both of these artifacts are passed to (and through) step #13, perform reconciliations, which is executed by an agent of type "ElectionOfficial", as shown in Table I . Thus, the agent performing step #13 is able to carry out a data exfiltration attack.
Identifying this possible data exfiltration attack is easy in this example, but can be much more difficult in the case of a very large and complex process. Indeed, note that the agent executing step #19 in this example could also carry out the data exfiltration attack if that agent received the voting roll as input, suggesting the need for careful specification and control of artifact flow. Or, indeed if steps # 18 and #19 were executed in parallel, rather than sequentially, vulnerability to a single insider attack (SIMADE) or collusion (MIMADE) attack would exist. As noted above, may happen in parallel and Finite-State Verification could be used to determine all possible combinations of steps that might possibly be executed at the same time. Such algorithms can then be used to systematize searches for these kinds of vulnerabilities.
IV. EVALUATION
We believe it is important that this approach be evaluated both subjectively and objectively. We will continue our use of the election domain and the running example of the election process definition to show how this is being done; again, however, we emphasize that the approach outlined below is general and will work for other election processes and for processes in other domains. The previous section outlined two different analysis approaches used to verify that the model of the election process is robust with respect to certain attacks. These analysis results can then be used to inform and improve the real-world process, given that the model was an accurate representation. Therefore, before it is analyzed, the process model is first validated.
In the election domain, this validation is carried out by working with election officials, who can identify the types of insider sabotage that they are most concerned about, and those having the greatest impact upon an election. They also provide detailed information about the election process being examined and the agents (voters, election officials, and others) that perform the steps in these processes. Then, as we developed and analyzed early versions of these models, the domain experts provided initial evaluations of how effectively our methods seem to be able to identify agents who might launch insider attacks either deliberately or through errors.
Once the model has been validated through interactions with domain experts, objective evaluations focus on the effectiveness and efficiency of our process definition and analysis approaches. The clarity and efficiency of the Little-JIL process definitions in providing sufficient detail and supporting effective analyses are key measures of the usefulness of the results. In previous research, these kinds of practical applications of Little-JIL have led to important language improvements. As noted above, some of our analyses seem to produce diagnoses of hazards that may not be explained sufficiently well to satisfy domain experts, thereby necessitating iterative analytic explorations. There are several approaches to supporting such analytic iteration, although formulating and performing more detailed and in-depth analysis proactively can help to obviate the need for analytic iteration in the first place. Undertaking these more complex and detailed analysis problems necessitated larger, more complex process definitions, and analyses that generate larger (sometimes far larger) problem spaces. Thus a key part of our objective evaluation has been to study the scalability of our approaches, investigating both theoretical complexity bounds and problem sizes actually encountered.
Finally, the evaluation approaches are being integrated by having the domain experts provide their views of the relative practical value and importance of the objective measures that were developed. The feedback from the subjective evaluations improved the development of the objective measures above.
V. RELATED WORK
Much work has examined insider threats and attacks. Hu et al. [24] use role-based access control (RBAC) model to look for unusual behavior, or behavior that violates job requirements to construct rules for intrusion detection. This approach, however, leads to false positives. Park and Giordano [25] reverse the Hu et al. approach, analyzing a user's behavior and checking that it is as expected. Several researchers [26] - [28] incorporate risk assessment into an extended access control framework, adapting user privileges based on role, attributes, and level of trust, which drops when a user's behavior becomes suspicions. Other work extends the RBAC model by focusing on generalized attributes of people and data, and placing the insider threat in the context of modeling policies using layers of abstraction [29] , [30] .
Schultz [31] proposes a framework based on attack-related behaviors and symptoms, and correlates behaviors that typically precede an attack, with patterns of use, verbal behaviors, and personal characteristics. Kandias et al. [6] extend this work with a model identifying users who need additional monitoring. Greitzer and Frincke [32] develop a predictive system that identifies insiders through psychosocial indicators and anomalies in system use, rather than focusing on the process and artifacts as we do.
Other work focuses on user psychology. Chinchani et al. [33] present a theory of insider assessment that models the user's view of the organization and of key information and capabilities. Vance et al. [34] argue that user interface designs that makes users feel more accountable for their actions discourage insider attacks. Posey et al. [35] study how the perception of the organization's trust affects an insider's mindset. This type of work focuses on agents as organization members, in contrast to our focus on them as process performers.
Probst et al. [36] use process algebras to model and reason about the actions of entities in the context of the insider problem. Magklaras and Furnell [37] predict insider threats by projecting what agent actions can affect based on an analysis of agent sophistication. This contrasts with our focus on critical artifacts and the agents who can access them.
Some researchers [3] , [38] - [40] propose using decoys to detect insiders. Others study how to create effective decoys [41] and honeypots [42] . Stolfo et al. [43] extend this work to the cloud.
Kammüller and Probst [44] build vectors for insider attacks by using organizational structure to identify sequences of actions that lead to security policy violations. This work focuses on the organization, whereas our work focuses on the processes that the organization uses. Similarly, Ard et al. [45] focus on workflows of documents as opposed to processes. Intrusion detection approaches such as system call analysis [46] , [47] , graph-based approaches [48] , [49] , and signature analysis [50] have been explored, as have threat specification languages [8] . Crampton and Huth [51] look to next-generation access control mechanisms to address the insider problem. Neumann [52] takes a holistic approach, arguing that systems-their architecture, development, and operation-must be made more trustworthy if insider misuse is to be addressed effectively.
Attack trees, first introduced as such by Schneier [53] , are widely used, and several variants (such as the requires/provides model [54] ) enable the analyst to examine conditions necessary for the attack to succeed. Unlike attack trees, fault trees focus on threats rather than attacks. Fault tree analysis helps identify vulnerabilities that are potentially exploited by attacks. Also, in our work, fault trees are automatically derived from the model of the process which takes into account the temporal order of activities and the artifact flows between them, while such specifications are not explicitly considered in attack trees.
VI. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND WORK
As described earlier, the FTA techniques we have developed already can identify vulnerabilities to some kinds of insider attacks. In this section, we briefly describe the significant research challenges that must be addressed to improve the utility and generality of these techniques.
As noted above, the MCSs identified by our techniques for automated analysis of processes identify vulnerabilities. But our techniques are not always precise enough to fully describe the vulnerabilities and explain how they arise. For instance, the two-event MCS discussed earlier fails to distinguish between the case where two steps must be performed incorrectly and the case where only one step must be compromised. Moreover, our analysis does not indicate that this attack scenario only occurs in an exceptional situation.
These problems reflect the fact that our analysis does not take into account the full control and data dependencies of all the steps in the process. Identifying such dependencies is itself nontrivial, especially when interprocedural (or interstep) data flow must be taken into account. Our current tool uses a relatively simple template-based approach which would need to be extended or replaced to make use of more precise dependence information. We intend to investigate techniques for efficiently selecting what additional control and data flow dependence information can be included in order to produce more "useful" cut sets and more easily identify vulnerabilities and ways to modify the process to defend against them. We do not yet know the appropriate tradeoffs between using enough information to facilitate this and using too much information, leading to too many cut sets, therefore making the approach unhelpful to process designers. It might be possible to incrementally refine the FTA, using additional control and data flow information when requested by the analyst.
Another important issue of the precision of our analyses has to do with the modeling and analysis of the agent assignment mechanism. The coarse approach described earlier depends on identifying the type of agent required for each step. But the particular assignment mechanism used by a given process might give much more precise information about the possible agents who could be assigned to execute a given step, depending on the history of agent assignment on that particular execution. The coarse analysis might detect that agents of the same type are assigned to the steps in a cut set and indicate the possibility that a single agent could sabotage the process. But a more precise analysis might show that the agent assignment mechanism would never assign the same agent instance to those steps. Such an analysis would require consideration of all possible process executions leading to those steps.
Given the concurrency and complicated branching inherent in many processes, techniques like the flow analysis used by our FLAVERS FSV tool [55] might be more appropriate than FTA-based approaches for this kind of analysis. The FLAVERS tool, which we have previously used for verification of temporal properties of processes (e.g., [56] , [57] ), builds a graph representing the control flow of the process (including concurrency, using a May Happen in Parallel analysis [18] to determine which steps can overlap in time) and uses data flow techniques to propagate the states of automata through this graph. The automata can represent a temporal property to be checked as well as constraints that restrict the execution according to data values. The use of constraints representing the assignment of agents, including the assignment mechanism and the characteristics of the agents that might be used in doing that assignment, would enable flow analysis to determine which agents could be assigned to what steps at what times.
It might also be possible to integrate some of this analysis with FTA-based approaches to improve the analysis of agent assignments to the steps associated with events in an MCS.
Given a significant vulnerability identified by one of these analyses, process designers will be interested in modifying the process to reduce or eliminate the vulnerability. While repeating the analysis on a modified process can show whether or not a proposed modification actually works, in some cases the information produced in the original analysis might be used to suggest (in an automated or semi-automated way) appropriate modifications. How to use the analyses to identify suitable process improvements is an open question.
Thus far, we have discussed only attacks in which insider agents may perform a process step incorrectly by modifying an output artifact or by causing an exception to be incorrectly thrown or not thrown. But other kinds of deviation from correct execution can be equally interesting and provide insights for the domain experts. For instance, agents refusing to carry out certain steps, or delaying them sufficiently, could produce denials of service or related problems. In some cases, analysis for deadlock or starvation might detect the potential for such attacks in appropriate models. In other cases, the flow analysis might need to include certain classes of executions not allowed by the original process model in order to represent more substantial deviations from the specified process.
VII. CONCLUSION
Process model-based analysis is a powerful tool, and has been used to analyze processes ranging from medical procedures [56] , [58] to scientific workflows [59] to processes by which elections are conducted [16] , [17] . Many of these efforts produce large and complex process models and fault trees. As the analysis is automated, this has not been a problem. Given the variety of domains in which the process modelbased analysis has been applied, we expect this approachusing process model-based analysis to identify insider threats -to also be general and applicable in various domains.
Our technique approaches the insider problem in a way that is different from the approaches of prior research. Past research has focused on analyses of how insiders might attack, and has sought to identify attackers and attacks by tactics such as decoys and anomaly detection, and to inhibit attacks by adding technological constraints in accordance with the principle of separation of privilege or separation of duty [60] . Those approaches essentially take the attacker's point of view.
In contrast, our approach takes the point of view of the process that is the target of attacks. We leverage a detailed knowledge of the structure of the activities of the process, and the ways in which different kinds of agents can be assigned to carry out those activities. We focus on the assurance of the process that the insider is trying to disrupt, including violations of properties such as confidentiality of the data used by the process, integrity of the process itself, and availability of both results and the process, rather than how the insider is trying to disrupt it. We look for places where the process could be disrupted by modeling the process rigorously and formally, and then using techniques such as fault tree analysis to examine how to ameliorate or prevent the disruption. Thus, rather than anticipating how an insider will attack, our approach identifies points where the insider (or insiders) could disrupt the process, and determines how to prevent that disruption if possible, and if not possible, how to increase the cost to the attacker.
How effective this approach will be remains to be seen. It is a new and promising direction for insider threat analysis.
